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Education

2010-Present 
Integrated Master of Architecture (B. Arch + M. Arch)
FAUP, Porto

2014-2015
Master of Architecture  
Erasmus exchange programme
UM, Munich

Rita Sofia Torres Araújo
born November 27th 1992, Ponte de Lima, Portugal

avª Costa e Silva 171, Carapeços, 4750-375 Barcelos
ritatorresaraujo@gmail.com
+351 918998010
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CURRICULUM 
VITAE

2012-2013  President

2011-2013  Student’s Representative

2011-2012  Coordinator of External and International Affairs board

2009             Portuguese delegation member

2013             Annual selection exhibition [FAUP]

2011            Annual selection exhibition [FAUP]

20108           Publishing member [Avenida do Minho magazine]

2010            Publishing member [Avenida do Minho magazine]

[FAUP’s Student Body Association]

[editorial and illustration contributor]

[photography director, editorial and illustration contributor]

[Council of representatives of FAUP]

[EUROWEEK]

Other

Publications/ exhibitions

[FAUP’s Student Body Association]

Languages
Portuguesenative
English high proficiency
Spanish basic 
French basic 
German basic

Technical Proficiency
archicad BIM (2D/3D) advanced user
autocad advanced user
adobe suit (Ps, Ai, Id) advanced user
artlantis basic user
sketchup advanced user
advanced skills in hand-drawing and model-making

Work

2010  mARTE [CO-FUNDER / CO-ORGANIZER]

2014   S.O.S. Conferences “SPEECHES ON SPACE”

Feb 2016- Present  AEFAUP Bookshop

[CO-FUNDER / CO-ORGANIZER]

[Coordinator / Costumer service]  https://www.facebook.com/LivrariaAEFAUP

18th-19th MAY
Aires Mateus, Dominique Perrault, 
Camilo Rebelo, Eduardo Souto de 
Moura, Made In, Nieto Sobejano, 
Roger Diener, Tony Fretton

Jean Nouvel

CASA DA MÚSICA, Porto

RIVOLI THEATRE, Porto
24th NOVEMBER 

2015   Oporto Open House
2015   Serralves em Festa bookshop+book fair

Volunteering



Inspired by the Collection of Atmopsheres case studies, 
we created  soundscapes according to each case study and 
applied those into our field. The soundcapes were created 
using recordings from our case study field mixed with 
soundscapes from downtown Munich. Creating a path where 
the performative walking individual can take a synesteshiac 
soundwalk by using radio:aporee smartphone app (http://aporee.

org/mfm/tracker.php?id=183) the idea was to devise a task in which 
hearing-motion synesthesia would confer a performance 
advantage, as this would be strong objective evidence for 
the perceptual experience. The temporal structure of visual 
information turned into an auditory representation in order to 
improve the temporal judgments of visual input.

 THE 
INTANGIBLE 
 FORM 

0.

Project selected for presentation at 
SIEF2015 12th Congress (Zagreb, 
Croatia) under the “Utopic Dystopias: 
Dystopic Utopias” Workshop

48°09’15.0”N 11°39’41.0”E
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Design Studio Urban Radicals, TUM

Sophie Wolfrum

Jaak Sova

October ‘14 - February ‘15

General urban definition

Radical urban intervention (in reference to the 60’s and 70’s 
urban radicals)

no constrains

instance

orientation

collaboration

date

location

position

program

constrains

mnemonic

East Munich [Sbahn line 8: from Daglfing to Engelskirchen],
Germany

48°09’15.0”N 11°39’41.0”E
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41°09’01.0”N 8°38’04.0”W

FAUP 
LAB

1.

8

An exercise that explores the relation with the different layers 
and levels of the Faculty for Architecture of University of 
Porto. This embodied a moment of particular questioning and 
understanding of what would be an extension of such an iconic 
building. Identifying already 2 different levels or moment in 
the pre-existent (the main building and a upper level with the 
19th century, english family property, buildings and romantic 
gardens). My approach to this task was to create a third 
different moment, avoiding copycat the existing, to create a 
rupture that is invisible from the main existent building and 
much more related with the side of the highway and this entry 
to the city.

Design Studio IV, FAUP

Carlos Prata

October ‘13 - July ‘14

General definition,structural system layout and constructive 
detailing

FAUP’s extension (5 225 m2) : patio (50 m2), foyer with exhibition 
space (400 m2) auditorium 400 seats (600 m2), 2 polyvalent 
room divisible in 16 individual rooms for 15 students each (600 
m2), model workshop (150 m2), 2 videoconference rooms (50 
m2), 10 research offices (20 m2), student gathering area (100 
m2), professors gathering area (50 m2), 240 individual lockers, 
6 seminar rooms [4 auditoriums, 2 plane rooms] (80 m2), 
technical facilities (370 m2)

In contrast with the already existing FAUP’s building, this 
project should have one single entry with direct access to the 
Foyer and main auditorium. The gathering areas (students and 
professors) should have relation with the patio. The model 
workshop, divided in 4 (materials) specific rooms, must have 
direct access to the exterior.

instance

orientation

date

location

position

program

constrains

mnemonic

Via Panorâmica, Porto, Portugal

41°09’01.0”N 8°38’04.0”W
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urban context of the intervention area
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axonometric views
[illustrations]
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0 5
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0 5
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facade detail
[illustration]

constructive detail
[cross section]
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1. Polished concrete slab 
2. Metal grid walkway
3. HEB 140
4. UPN 140
5. SHS profile 100x100x3.6
6. Aluminium T-profile
7. Thermal insulation (WALLMATE)
8. U-profile in stainless steel 130x130x12
9. Stainless steel sheet
10. HAEB 300
11. Support stand (technical floor)
12. Plum Wood panel for pavement
13. Self-leveling mortar bed
14. Iron flat bar
15. Waterproofing membrane
16. Reinforced concrete
17. Stainless steel flat bar

18. Granite paving stone 50mm
19. RHS profile 40x20x3.0
20. Waterproofing membrane
21. Stainless steel sheet
22. Enkadrain (filter layer)
23. Polyethylene sheet
24. Thermal insulation (FLOORMATE)
25.Double-adhesive bituminous membrane 
26. Crushed stone
27. Soil
28. Asphalt coat
29. Geotextile
30. Foundation drain
31. Self-leveling mortar bed
32. Concrete layer
33. Zinc roofing
34. Zinc Coated Sandwich Panel

35. Omega steel profile 50mm
36. Plum Wood panel for ceiling
37. Sandwich Panel
- stainless steel sheet 1mm 
- rockwool 50mm
- profile steel bar 7mm
38. U-profile in stainless steel 180x180 
39. Concrete Chock
40. PVC screen
41. HEB 140
42. Vitrocsa - Birail sliding window 
43. HAEB 300 (in view)
44. Cork sheet
45. Self-leveling mortar bed
46. Polyethylene acoustic soundproofing 
47. Sand
48. Regularization screed
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facade detail facade detail
[plan] [cross section]

constructive detail
[cross section]
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41°09’34.0”N 8°37’45.0”W

BOAVISTA 
COLLECTIVE
HOUSING

2.

Area with great transit of people (bus stops, metro station, 
main entry ways to the city centre, touristic point). Necessity 
to create more privacy to the residencial area. The approach to 
the patio houses was to create a refuge from the hectic city but 
still enjoy the perks of living in a urban centre.

Design Studio III, FAUP

Maria José Casanova

February‘13 - July ‘13

1st phase- overall definition of the urban intervention
2nd phase- development of a chosen building
3rd phase- overall detailing of the habitation unit and 
constructive detailing.

Collective housing, direct access to parking garage, exterior 
areas

instance

orientation

date

location

position

program

mnemonic

Boavista, Porto, Portugal
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41°09’34.0”N 8°37’45.0”W

19
urban context of the intervention area
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patio houses collective unit
[ground floor ; upper floor]
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housing unit living areas patio house
[model]



0 5
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housing unit  patio house

[unit cross section]
[ground floor plan ; upper floor plan]
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constructive detail
[unit cross section]

1. Washed cobble
2. Thermal insulation (ROOFMATE)
3. Waterproofing membrane
4. Layer of lightweight concrete
5. Self-leveling mortar bed
6. Zinc roofing
7. White reinforced concrete with polished surface 
8. IPE 220
9. Vitrocsa - Birail sliding window
10. Viroc cement fiber board
11. Air chamber
12. Self-leveling mortar bed
13. Layer of lightweight concrete
14. Polyethylene acoustic soundproofing
15. Afzelia parquet 20mm
16. Afzelia parquet 20mm with open joint
17. Layer of lightweight concrete
18. Self-leveling mortar bed
19. Layer of lightweight concrete
20. Double glazing
21. Threshold in aluminium

22. Sand
23. Grass
24. Porous concrete
25. Stainless steel seamless tube 30mm
26. OSB Panel 20mm
27. Zinc cladding
28. Concrete layer
29. Geotextile
30. Foundation drain
31. Crushed stone
32. Enkadrain (filter layer)
33. U-profile in stainless steel
34. Thermal insulation (ROOFMATE)
35. Sand
36. Granite paving stone
37. Plasterboard
38. Aluminum support
39. Soil
40. Concrete layer
41. High density concrete

25

housing unit patio house
[model]



41°10’05.0”N 8°40’48.0”W
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BAR
3.

This building seeks the relation with the mass of stone pines 
and the topographic conditions, to give a sense of belonging 
and integration into the path and landscape.

Design Studio I, FAUP

Ana Alves Costa

February‘11 - July ‘11

General definition

Bar (100 m2), exterior area

instance

orientation

date

location

position

program

mnemonic

Parque da Cidade, Porto, Portugal

41°10’05.0”N 8°40’48.0”W
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urban context of the intervention area
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[section ; elevation]
[general floor plan]

0 2.5
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contact

Avª Costa e Silva 171 Carapeços
4750-375 Barcelos

ritatorresaraujo@gmail.com

(+351) 918 998 010


